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SUSTAINABLE AMERICA IN THE TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY: A CRITIQUE OF PRESIDENT CLINTON'S
COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Kristina M. Tridico*
I. INTRODUCTION
By the end of 1961 Rachel Carson's Silent Spring inspired an
environmental consciousness that was the catalyst for reorienting
Americans to the way decisions are made.' By the end of 1987, Our
Common Future, the report of the World Commission on Environment
and Development (better known as the Brundtland Report) created a
dialogue of sustainable development.2 With the close of 1999, will the
reports of the President's Council on Sustainable Development now
build a framework for a new century?
3
President Clinton realized that Americans embrace the Rachel
Carson vision when he proclaimed in his first inaugural address, "Yes,
you, my fellow Americans have forced the spring." 4 Perhaps with this
vision and the Brundtland Report's "Call to Action"5 as a catalyst,
J.D. 1999, University of Oregon School of Law. The author thanks Professor Robin
Morris Collin.
I"Rachel Carson's Silent Spring was arguably the most important single trigger of the
environmental great awakening, the scientific treatise that brought ecological consciousness into
the American mainstream." Zygmunt J.B. Plater, From the Beginning, A Fundamental Shift of
Paradigms: A Theory and Short History of Environmental Law, 27 LOY. L.A. L. REV. 981, 1002
n.80 (1994). See RACHEL CARSON, SILENT SPRING (1962).
2 WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, OUR COMMON
FUTURE (Gro Harlem Brundtland, Chair, 1987) [hereinafter WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE].3See generally, THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT,
SUSTAINABLE AMERICA: A NEW CONSENSUS FOR PROSPERITY, OPPORTUNITY, AND A HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT FOR THE FUTURE (1996) [hereinafter PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA]; THE
PRESIDENT'SCOUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, BUILDING ONCONSENSUS: A PROGRESS
REPORT ON SUSTAINABLE AMERICA (1997) [hereinafter PCSD, BUILDING ON CONSENSUS]; THE
PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, THE ROAD TO SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT: A SNAPSHOT OF ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (1997)
[hereinafter PCSD, SNAPSHOT]; THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT,
TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE AMERICA: ADVANCING PROSPERITY, OPPORTUNITY, AND A HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY (1999) [hereinafter ADVANCING PROSPERITY).
4William J. Clinton, Inaugural Address of the United States President (Jan. 20, 1993).
5 "We have been careful to base our recommendations on the realities of present
institutions, on what can and must be accomplished today. But to keep options open for future
generations, the present generation must begin now, and begin together, nationally and
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President Clinton created The President's Council on Sustainable
Development (PCSD or Council) in June 1993, to find ways "to bring
people together to meet the needs of the present without jeopardizing
the needs of the future.",6 The president empowered the Council to
advise him "on sustainable development and to develop bold, new
approaches to integrate economic, environmental and equity issues."0
Operating on the belief that "sustainable development is the framework
that integrates economic, environmental, and social goals in discourse
and policies that enhance prospects of human aspirations,"8 the Council
attempted to "define sustainable development and how to move the
nation toward achieving it". 9
Whether or not the PCSD is ultimately deemed a success or a
failure depends not only on its conclusions and reports, but also on how
government can contribute to sustainability. For citizens to embrace a
sustainable future, a social consensus must emerge which creates the
personal incentives and investments that are necessary to build a
framework for a new century. The challenge to government, and in
particular to agencies and federal advisory committees such as the
PCSD, is to create and implement a shared mental model.10 This
Article explores the role of government in creating that mental model
and achieving sustainability. This Article provides a comprehensive
overview and a general evaluation of the seldom-critiqued PCSD,
designed especially for policymakers and agency personnel. In doing
so, it employs a historical approach and sets out a framework for
administrative and executive agencies to utilize when creating their
response to achieving the goal of sustainability. It analyses why the
change to a sustainable America is necessary and the ability of the
President's Counsel on Sustainable Development to effectuate that
internationally." WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 343.6
Exec. Order No. 12,852, - C.F.R.--, reprinted as amended in 42 U.S.C. 4321
(1993). 7 President's Council on Sustainable Development, Overview (visited Apr. 26, 1998)
<http://www.whitehouse.gov/PCSD>.
8PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 6.9




See Paul Hawken, Speech at the Sustainable Business Symposium at the University
of Oregon (Nov. 10, 1997) (videotape available through author).
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change. The Article challenges agencies to find a response to the
recommendations advanced in the critique of the PCSD.
Part II examines the historical evolution of sustainability as the
motivation for change in America. It also explains why change is
necessary to achieve sustainability. Part III builds a foundation for
evaluating a project of the national government. It addresses the
current attitudes toward the role of government in America as
exemplified by current political projects and trends. It highlights
current events that are indicators of dissatisfaction with government.
On the basis of this dissatisfaction, Part III also discusses if and why
government is the appropriate conduit for change. It sets out the
envisioned role of agencies as a means of implementing the principles
of the PCSD. Part IV discusses the reports of the PCSD and its
framework for achieving a sustainable society. In conclusion, Part V
provides both proposals for future government action as well as specific
recommendations for immediate implementation by the Council.
II. THE IMPETUS FOR CHANGE IN AMERICA
There is no accepted scientific wisdom for how to achieve
sustainability. Sustainability, as a term, has been used in many
different forms, including "sustainable development" and "sustainable
growth." Semantics aside, the central concern of meeting "the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs"" has ingrained itself into the literature of
sustainability. 2  This is sustainability's central principle, and
government is faced with the task of making those principles a reality.
A. Conferences and Summits: The Attempt to Initiate Sustainability
Perhaps Aldo Leopold established the real quest for
sustainability when he wrote his oft-quoted A Sand County Almanac
and noted that the first precaution of intelligent tinkering is "to keep
IIWCED, O R COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 43.12Robin Morris Collin & Robert William Collin, Where Did All the Blue Skies Go?
Sustainability and Equity: The New Paradigm, 9 J. ENvTL. L. & LrrnG. 399,407 (1994) (stating
that the major documents on sustainability all referto a principle of resource use that protects the
interests of future generations of human and nonhuman species).
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every cog and wheel." 3 Leopold established the goal of sustainability
in the Land Ethic, where he realized that a system of conservation
based solely on economic self-interest is "hopelessly lopsided."' 4 Over
twenty years since publication of Leopold's writing and a decade after
Silent Spring, the United Nations convened the conference on the
Human Environment in Stockholm, Sweden. Seen as the "first global
response to the enfolding environmental crisis,"' 5 the Stockholm
Conference outlined strategies to deal with the problems it identified. 6
Then in 1987 the U.N. World Commission on Environment and
Development, in the Brundtland Report, linked the issue of the
environment to economic growth and development. The report "thrust
the concept of 'sustainable development' into the mainstream world
debate."' 7 The Brundtland Report described sustainability in terms of
"sustainable development" which "is development that meets the needs
of future generations without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. '' 8 The Report was seen as so
successful because it left the definition of the phrase "sustainable
development" purposefully vague.' 9 This was a politically wise
decision for the Brundtland Commission because the unstated
implications of the phrase were too "radical for consensus at that
time, 20 and the objective was to create a dialogue of sustainability.
2'
13
ALDO LEOPOLD, A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC, 190 (First Ballantine Books 1970)
(1949).
Id. at 251.15
DANIEL SITARZ, AGENDA 21,4 (1994).
1
6
1d.; see, e.g. THE STOCKHOLM DECLARATION, U.N.Doc. AICONF.48/14 &
CORR./1972.
171d. Although this concept had been the focus of discussion in the scientific
community for some time, its introduction into international dialogue elicited an almost instant
response. "Environmental protection and sustainable development must be an integral part of the
mandates of all agencies of governments, of international organizations, and of major private-
sector institutions." WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 312.
18WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 312. The report was complied by
a prestigious international panel that conducted a two-year study and held hearings all over the
world on the issues of environment and development. DONELLA 1l. MEADOWS ET AL, BEYOND
THE LIMITS: GLOBAL COLLAPSE OF A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 273 (1992).
19HERMAN E. DALY & JOHN B. COBB, JR., FOR THE COMMON GOOD 75 (1989).201d. at 76. This general goal of introducing the world to sustainability is lauded in
Beyond the Limits where it is stated that the two primary contributions of the study were the
definition and popularization of the idea of sustainability. See supra note 18.2
1According to the Report:
[w]ithout such reorientation of attitudes and emphasis, little can be
achieved. We have no illusions about 'quick-fix' solutions. We have tried
[VOL. 14:2
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By leaving room for debate, the authors guaranteed eventual discussion
of the implications of sustainable development. 2
The quest to accomplish the actual implementation of
sustainability became the next step. This first attempt was at the 1992
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil.23 This "Earth Summit" was a meeting of nearly one
hundred world leaders, the largest face-to-face meeting of national
leaders in the history of international diplomacy.24 The plan of action
from the Earth Summit was Agenda 21,25 which was "meant to be a
hands-on instrument to guide the development of the earth in a
sustainable manner." 26 The guide set out a series of actions that would
establish a new relationship among nations. It did not propose
solutions.27 Agenda 21 recognized that the role of development was to
improve the quality of life on our planet and to enable all of humanity
to enjoy long, productive, and fulfilling lives.28 The summit realized
that "sustainable development requires long-term perspectives and the
integration of environmental effects of global change into the
development process. 29
There have been criticisms of both Agenda 21 and the Earth
Summit. Agenda 21 covered almost every environmental issue and was
to point out some pathways to the future. But there is no substitute for the
journey itself, and there is no alternative to the process by which we retain
a capacity to respond to the experience it provides.
WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 309.22DALY & COBB, supra note 19, at 12.
23The Earth Summit was held on the twentieth anniversary of the first United Nations
Conference on the Environment. SITARZ, supra note 15, at ix.
24 "Industrialized countries must take the lead in promoting sustainable patterns of
consumption." SITARZ,supra note 15, at 39; see, e.g., THE RIO DECLARATIONON ENVIRONMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT, U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 151/5/REV.I (1992), reprinted in 31 INT'L LEGAL
MATERIALS 876 (1992).
25Together with Agenda 21 there are three other significant documents from the Earth
Summit. They are the so-called Climate Treaty (which aims to stabilize global emissions of
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases), the Convention on Biological Diversity (the
Biodiversity Treaty which attempts to "reconcile the goal of preserving species and ecosystems
with that of economic development and reduction of poverty"), and the Rio Declaration (a
statement of environmental principles which are not legally binding). RANEE K.L. PANIABI, THE
EARTH SUMMIT AT RIO: POLITICS, ECONOMICS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 13-15 (1997).
26SITARZ, supra note 16, at 6.271d. 29. The program areas that constitute Agenda 21 are described in terms of the
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labeled an "absurd project. 30 It did not press for "any fundamental
change in the economic relationship between the rich nations of the
developed world and the poor nations of the developing world."'"
Agenda 21 stressed that economic growth was essential and that
consumption remains central to development.32 It focused on efficiency
-- altering (not changing) consumption patterns -- rather than the vision
of sustainability that other commentators had developed since the
Brundtland report was published.33 And, with each nation pushing its
own agenda, the event itself turned mainly into a theater atmosphere
with the actors vying for the attention of their audience, the media.34 If
the purpose of the Earth Summit was to bring attention to the
environment, then it certainly did so. But, because the Stockholm
Conference and the Brundtland Report had already filled that mission,
comentators question the success of the Earth Summit.35 However, in
America the summit did act as an impetus for change, and the PCSD
was a logical outgrowth of the growing interest in sustainable societies
after the Earth Summit.
36
B. Defining Sustainability as a Prerequisite to its Implementation
Sustainability must be defined before it can be implemented
and achieved in America. Unfortunately, the definition ofsustainability
was not settled at the Earth Summit. Now, more than ever, we are
"engaged in a great global debate about what it means to live
'sustainably' on earth. 37 The problem with the whole search for
sustainability is that "[w]e cannot know what sustainability means until
30
PANIABI, supra note 25, at 14.
32
Sitarz, supra note 15, at 38.
33
Id. at 38-9. For a comprehensive comparison of the Stockholm and Rio conferences
see PANIABI, supra note 25, at 25-84.34
PANIAB1, supra note 25, at 16. It was also successful in exposing the positions of
various governments and revealing which world leaders were sincere in their commitment to the
environment. The American Government's refusal to risk jobs in an economy battered by
recession was interpreted at Rio as selfishness and callousness. Id.
35Seegenerally PANIABI, supra note 25, at 17-21 (critiquing the successes and failures
of the Earth Summit).36
MICHAEL A. TOMAN, GOALS AND POLICIES FOR PROMOTING "SUSTAINABILITY:"
SOME THOUGHTS ON THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 2 (1994)
(discussion gaper no. 94-44).
David R. Orr, Love it or Lose It: The Coming Biophilia Revolution, in THE
BIOPHILIA HYPOTHESIS 415,426 (Stephen R. Kellert & Edward 0. Wilson eds. 1993).
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we have decided what we intend to sustain and how we propose to do
so. '38 Which definition of sustainability for the PCSD to utilize is a
contentious issue. '9
The discussion of sustainability has matured but there are still
problems with speaking in the specific terms needed for
implementation. For instance, Agenda 21 speaks in terms of
sustainability and "economic growth" or "consumption."'4 These terms
connote significant meaning that may thwart the attempt at change.
The current world-view that brought about the stress on the world today
-- the industrial revolution 4' -- is "still being repeated in traditional
societies today and is almost synonymous with 'economic
development." 42 Change may not be possible under these old terms.
Industrialism grew up under the capitalist system, and modem
economists such as Herman E. Daly and John B. Cobb " [hiope to move
forward to a new kind of economy different from either capitalism or
socialism as they have been understood in the past. 43 If economic
development, even "sustainable" economic development, is being held
out as the means necessary to bring developing countries into the
twenty-first century then this is only industrialism in different terms.
"Western industrialists seem to think that it [sustainability] means only
more efficient resource use accompanied by sustainable material
growth, with huge economic opportunities as Third World countries
industrialize." 44
While there are many ways to define sustainability, 5 the PCSD
accepted the Brundtland report definition to define it as "meet[ing] the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
31d. at 426; P.S. Elder, Sustainability, 36 MCGILL L.J. 831, 833 (1991) ("We need to
know what the term means to each of its supporting constituencies. ").
"There are plausible arguments for the various definitions ofsustainability and many
working hypotheses. See ELDER, supra note 38, at 836. The working hypothesis ofsustainability
that this part builds to critique the PCSD is that "business as usual" is not possible.
0SITARZ, supra note 15, at 38.4 tThis whole way of thinking was brought into being by the problems and promises
of the industrial age." DALY & COBB, supra note 19, at 10 (explaining the basic features of
capitalism since they intend to offer an alternative to both forms of industrialism).
42DALY& COBB, supra note 19, at 12.
431d. at 15 n.6.44ELDER, supra note 38.
45
MEADOWS ET. AL., supra note 18, at 208.
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generations to meet their own needs. '46 One commentator expanded
this definition and stated that a sustainable society is "one that can
persist over generations, one that is far-seeing enough, flexible enough,
and wise enough not to undermine either its physical or its social
systems of support."
C. Why is the Change to a Sustainable America Necessary?
The United States government has long accepted that there are
environmental concerns to be faced, but the PCSD attempts to address
these issues in a new more comprehensive way.47 Change is necessary
'WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 43 (World Commission on
Environmental Development ed., 1987).47 For instance, the congressional declaration of purpose for the National
Environmental Policy Act states,
to declare a national environmental policy which will encourage
productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; to
promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment
and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man; to enrich the.
understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources important
to the Nation.
42 U.S.C.A. §§4321-70d (West 1985 & Supp. 1993). However, the other major environmental
acts of the United States were forced into existence as fragmented responses to environmental
problems. See generally James L. Oakes, Developments in Environmental Law: What to Watch,
25 ENVT'L L. REP. 10308 (explaining that current environmental laws are more command-and-
control mechanisms, and mostly after-the-fact). Each act was essentially crisis management that
focused on a particular medium. Carol Browner, Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, explains that when the country began to pass environmental laws in the early 1970's, it
did so issued by issue, crisis by crisis.
I will never forget a photograph of flames, fire, shooting right out of the
water in downtown Cleveland. It was the summer of 1969 and the
Cuyahoga River was burning. An angry nation called to action, and the
Clean Water Act was passed. How can anyone forget the discovery of
thousands of leaking barrels of toxic chemicals buried under the
community of Love Canal? Again, a shocked country responded. The
Superfund law was passed. Out Toxic Substances Control Act passed soon
after we watched farmers taking contaminated cows out to the pasture and
shooting them to death. And it was the contamination of the New Orleans
drinking water supply that spurred passage ofthe Safe Drinking Water Act.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency, The Common Sense Initiative: A New
Generation of Environmental Protection (last modified May 1, 1995)
<http://es.inel/gov/partners/csi/csil.html> (Speech of Carol Browner, Prepared for Delivery July
20, 1994, Center for National Policy Newsmaker Luncheon) [hereinafter United States
Environmental Protection Agency, CSI]. See, e.g., Clean Water Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387
(1994); Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C §§ 1704-71q (1990); Comprehensive Environmental Response,
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to create this comprehensive approach to sustainability. Past methods
created with fragmentation and conflict have created too little
environmental protection at too high a cost.4 8 In America, the status
quo can not be tolerated because sustainability must be sought through
change.49 The Brundtland Report challenged that the "time had come
to break out of past patterns. Attempts to maintain social and economic
stability though old approaches to development and environmental
protection will increase instability. Security must be sought through
change."'0 For America to reach a sustainable society, it has to have in
place:
[i]nformational, social, and institutional mechanisms
to keep in check the positive feedback loops that cause
exponential population and capital growth.... In order
to be socially sustainable the combination of
population, capital, technology in the society would
have to be configured so that the material living
standard is adequate and secure for everyone.
The PCSD has realized the goal of sustainability, so it must
recognize the change necessary to achieve these standards of a
sustainable society. The question becomes whether government is the
level of organization at which to seek this goal.'
III. GOVERNMENTAL WILLINGNESS AND ABILITY TO
EFFECT CHANGE
Complex scientific and social problems often compel
government at all levels to a find a solution. While all levels of
government -- including the executive, legislative and judicial -- at the
state and federal level, can effectuate this change, this paper focuses on
the administrative agency as the conduit for change. The lessons of this
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980,42 U.S.C. §§ 9601-75 (1996); EPCRA -Emergency
Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986, 42 U.S.C. §§ 11001-50 (1994);
Endangered Species Act of 1973, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-44 (1982); Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
and Rodenticide Act of 1947, 7 U.S.C. §§ 13 6 -13 6y (1996).48United States Environmental Protection Agency, CS1, supra note 47, at 2.49WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 309.50WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 309.
5tDALY & COBB, supra note 20.
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paper are an aid to administrative agencies at all levels, whether
agencies of the legislature or the executive. At the national agency
level, the need for a clean, safe environment for the future motivated
the President to empower a national council to begin the process of
achieving sustainability in America. This empowerment opens the door
to a new era of the role of administrative agencies to effectuate change
in America. As discussed in detail below, people are no longer
standing for a government of autocrats. The national agencies have
been committed to the quest for sustainability, and now the leaders of
these agencies must chart a course for navigating that change. The
leaders of administrative agencies are in a unique position to embrace
the tide of social activism and use the surge of momentum to gather
support for the implementing documents.
Before capitalizing on the strengths of agencies and
implementing improvements, one must understand why government is
not the perfect tool for change. 2 Cynicism about government is a part
of American culture. 3 There is a historical lack of enthusiasm for
politics and political institutions and most American's are "suspicious
of, if not hostile to, governmental authority of any sort. ',5 4 This attitude
toward government may pose a significant stumbling block for the
PCSD. For instance, President Clinton's request to the Council to
develop a national action strategy led to the Council's one hundred and
eighty-six page initial report.5 This lengthy report may epitomize the
overriding nature of government, for even as the Council emphasizes
individual responsibility, it sets out national goals toward sustainable
development. 6 The report suggests changes from information and
52See Collin & Collin, supra note 12, at 406 (explaining why the coercive power of
government fails to effectuate behavioral change).53
DAVID OSBORNE & TED GAEBLER, REINVENTING: HOW THE ENTREPRENEURIAL
SPIRIT IS TRANSFORMING THE PUBLIC SECTOR XV (1992) (stating popular epithets: "It's close
enough for government work," "Feeding at the public trough," "I'm from the government and I'm
here to help," "My friend doesn't work; she had a job with the government.")
54
William H. Rehnquist, Point, Counterpoint: The Evolution of American Political
Philosophy, 34 VAND. L. REV. 249(1981); Kimberly Coursen et al., Restoring Faith in Congress,
11 YALE L. & POL'Y REV. 249 (1993). Another issue with government action is that programs of
government are especially difficult to implement: planning involves many officials and perhaps
consultants concerned with technical details or the effects upon people. LEONARD W. DOOB,
SUSTAINERS AND SUSTAINABILITY, ATTITUDES, ATTRIBUTES, AND ACTIONS FOR SURVIVAL 115
(1995). 55
PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3.
56 See generally PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3.
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education to strengthening communities and population. 7 To evaluate
the likely reception that these policies will receive at the individual
citizen level, the skepticism to the role of government in America must
be examined.
A. Indicators of Dissatisfaction with Government
Our government is in deep trouble today; there is a "crisis of
confidence" that is reflected in poll results. 58 Citizens are still telling
pollsters they do not trust government, major institutions, nor one
another.59 One example is polls relating to Congress. Evertt Ladd
reviewed some thirty-five surveys taken between January and March of
1990, which asked respondents for an overall assessment of Congress
and found that in only five surveys did more people feel positively
about Congress than felt negatively. 60 The average approval rating over
the fifteen-year time span was thirty-six percent.6' Apathy in elections
is also an indication of a government in crisis. President Bill Clinton
was re-elected in 1996 in an election marked by one of the lowest voter
turnouts in U.S. history.62 Only approximately forty-nine percent of
registered voters cast ballots on November 5, 1996.63 Voter
participation was especially low in the 18-to-24 year old age group,6
where less than a third voted in the last presidential election.65
57
1d.
58OSBORNE & GAEBLER, supra note 53, at xv-xvii.
59Joe Frolik, Can We Make a Difference? Many Americans Say Citizenship Power is
the Solution to Our Nation's Ills, Series: Citizenship Ties that Bind, THE PLAIN DEALER
(CLEVELAND, OH), Apr. 27, 1997, at IA.60Coursen et al., supra note 54; Everett C. Ladd, Public Opinion and the "Congress
Problem," 100 PUB. INTEREST 57,64 (1990) (citing surveys by the Gallup Organization in support
of this statement).
61Coursen, supra note 54; Ladd, supra note 60, at 64.
62The Edwin 0. Reischauer Center for East Asian Studies, The United States and
Japan in 1997: The Partnership Still Matters (visited Apr. 29, 1998) <http/://www.sais-
jhu.edu/depts/asia/reischauer/9697briefbook/ politics/textlhtm>.
631d. Analysts cited a strong economy, negative television campaign ads which ignored
issues, perceived lack of excitement, and competition generated by Clinton, Bob Dole, and Ross
Perot for the low voter rate.
"This age group is the central part of "Generation X." A generation x'er (or Gen Xer)
is one of the forty-five million people born between 1965 and 1977. Margot Hormblower, Great
Xpectations, TIME, June 9, 1997, at 58.651d. at 62 ("A generation ago, in 1972, 42% of this group went to the polls....
Although Xers tend to be more liberal and Democratic than the general population--53% voted
for President Clinton, vs. 34% for Bob Dole--12 years of growing up under Reagan and Bush
1998-99]
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The wary approach toward government may be viewed as a
reflection of the basic ideals that Americans hold: individual autonomy,
liberty, equality, and a belief in limited, decentralized government.'
But, there is an inconsistency between what role Americans say they
want government to play in their lives and the services they actually
expect. There is a "gap between our feelings about government in the
abstract and the existing national, state, and local governments that we
have in fact created in this country.''6 7 Alexis de Tocqueville identified
this dichotomy in the American personality. On one hand, citizens
want guidance and a government leads them to the solution, on the
other hand they feel a longing to stay free.68  Regardless of this
imbued them with a distrust of government.... Of any adult generation, they have the weakest
attachment to political parties, and in 1992 Gen Xers cast a higher percentage of votes for Ross
Perot than older adults did.").
66Rehnquist, supra note 54; see generally B. BAILYN, THE IDEOLOGICAL ORIGINS OF
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION (1967); W. CARPENTERTHE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN
POLmcAL THouGHT (1968); P. CONKIN, SELF EViDENTTRUTHS (1974).
67Rehnquist, supra note 54.
68Commentators have noted the divergence of views in American society: people
vacillating between wanting the money and guidance that government provides, yet clamoring
for their own needs and wants. See id. at 257.
[Henry David] Thoreau wrote, "I went to the store the other day to buy a
bolt for our front door, for, as I told the shopkeeper, the Governor was
coming here. 'Aye,' said he, 'and the Legislature too.' 'Then I will take
two bolts,' said 1. He said that there had been a steady demand for bolts
and locks of late, for our protectors were coming," [Thoreau, Journal
(Sept. 8, 1859), in GREAT TREASURY OF WESTERN THOUGHT (M. Alder &
V. Van Duren eds. 1977).] No one can doubt that Thoreau's attitude
toward government.occupies a prominent part in the warp and woof of
American political attitudes today. Indeed, we read and hear of citizens
wanting government offtheir back, of the emergence of the so-called New
Right, of the growth of single interest groups, of the fragmentation of
American society, and of a loss of faith in the nation of the melting pot and
an increased emphasis on diversity that manifests itself in such demands
as those for bilingual education. These developments have been hailed as
evidence ofpeople becoming more independent and taking control of their
own lives; they have also been condemned, on the other hand, as making
it difficult for government to govern and to reach consensus about
important issues of the day.
Rehnquist, supra note 54, at 257 (footnote omitted).
Americans not only want but expect certain social programs and
government services, and feel they are vital components of the American
dream; yet at the same time they feel that too much government
interference in people's lives threatens that dream. Solid majorities of
Americans think the federal government controls too much and that its
actions are generally inefficient and wasteful. Equally strong majorities,
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dichotomy, citizens are focusing on the idea that they can do a better
job than government, themselves. These "citizenship enthusiasts" also
quote Tocqueville because he recognized the power of citizens to
voluntarily associate and solve problems.6 9  He realized that at the
center of America's democratic government is the crucial role that
citizens have played.70 The relationship of citizens to government goes
well beyond the "consent of the governed" to assuming the active
participation of the governed. "' Many people are focusing on this
active participation and finding the power of citizens to cure the nations
ailments. They recognize that national government is not the best
conduit for change. These citizen enthusiasts are taking matters into
their own hands and rebuilding America from the ground up.
72
Institutions, such as the Bradley Foundation, are also deeply skeptical
of government's ability to solve problems.73 They look toward the idea
of an active citizenry to transform America.74 The citizenship
movement has been embraced by people demonstrating a divergence of
views, such as former Representative Patricia Schroeder and Cabinet
Member William Bennett.7" President Clinton himself has even
embraced the idea of a government of the citizenry. In his first
however, maintain a hearty appetite for government services and
assistance.
Coursen, supra note 54, at 250.
9Fralik, supra note 59.70°See ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, 227 (J.P. Mayer & Max
Learner eds., George Lawrence trans.) (1966).7 Government by the People, New Orleans Times-Picayune, July 4, 1997, at B6.
7Fralik, supra note 59.
731id. For information on the Bradley Foundation, visit its website,
<http://www.atr.org/bradley/>. Additional information relating to citizenship enthusiasts may be
found at the Americans Back in Charge website <http://www.abic.org>, the National Committee
on Philanthropic and Civic Renewal (Lamar Alexander, Chairman)
<http://www.ncpcr.orgfindex/html>, the State of Florida's Citizen - First plan at
<http:/Iwww.citizens-first.co.orange.fl.us/cbb/citfirst/indexlhtm>, and Operation Integrity at
<http://operation-integrity.org> (pursuing truth and excellence in public service).74Fralik, supra note 59.75 d. (noting that Bennett was the Secretary of Education in the Reagan
Administration). One of the off-shoots of the citizenship movement is the more extremist anti-
government groups. Anti-government groups in the United States have quadrupled since 1993.
For instance, Waco, Texas, where a militant group leader and 74 ofhis followers were killed on
April 19, 1992, has become a sort of "Alamo" for political dissident groups. As retaliation for the
Waco killings, the Oklahoma City Federal Building was bombed on April 19, 1995. Headline
News (CNN television broadcast, Apr. 19, 1998).
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inaugural address he spoke in sustainable development terms as he
recognized that:
Yes, you, my fellow Americans have forced the spring.
Now we must do the work the season commands. To
the work I now turn with all the authority of my office.
I ask the Congress to join with me. But no President,
no Congress, no Government can undertake this
mission alone. My fellow Americans, you too must
play a part in our renewal.76
He challenged the citizens again at his second inaugural by stating "we
have resolved for our time a great debate over the role of government.
Today we can declare: Government is not the problem, and government
is not the solution. We -- the American people -- we are the solution.
7
It is imperative that government speaks in citizenry terms such as these.
A government that encourages people to think of themselves not as
citizens, but as consumers78 also tends to sell "candidates like so many
boxes of Tide" and create the belief that only "experts" can solve
problems. This creates the trend to talk about users of government as
"customers" or "clients."" This attitude leads to the "they" approach to
government; "they" need to do a better job of teaching the kids, "they
need to balance the federal budget.80 One commentator believes that
even though "we've lost our civic muscle" Americans do want to come
off the sidelines.81 Since "[t]hey want to be connected to something
larger than themselves" people "really believe that unless individuals
and communities take greater responsibility, we're not going to solve
76
Clinton, supra note 4.77William J. Clinton, The Second Inaugural Address of the United States President
(Jan. 20, 1997) (transcript available at 1997 WL 6935659). These ideas have their foundation
in Thomas Jefferson's statements to William Charles Jarvis in 1820. "I know of no safe
depository of the ultimate powers of society but the people themselves; and if we think them not
enlightened enough to exercise their own control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not
to take it from them, but to inform their discretion."78Fralik, supra note 60.
791d. See generally OSBORNE & GAEBLER, supra note 54 (proposing the emergence
of an entrepreneurial govemment, especially in chapter 6, titled Customer-Driven Govemment:
Meeting the Needs of the Consumer, Not the Bureaucracy).





any of the problems we face."82 This is why citizens are ambivalent to
government. They believe in the need to make change for themselves.
Therefore, regardless of the President's proclamation that the
great debate over the role of government has been solved, there are
many indicia of the dissatisfaction with government. This shift in
feeling is evidenced by recent political and reform trends. The term-
limit debate, the onslaught of reporting on scandals and the President's
Summit for America's Future are illustrative of the feelings American's
hold toward government.8 3 The president declared the debate of the
role of government resolved, but in many respects it has just begun.
1. Want Something Done? Do It Yourself: Citizen Enthusiasts
and Term Limits
The term-limits movement is one attempt at political reform.
It is a "a national grassroots effort to limit the terms of elected officials
at all levels of government." 4 Edward H. Crane and Roger Pilon, in a
CATO Institute text, explain that the term-limits movement is one of
the most important political developments in the nation in a very long
time because it addresses the fundamental question of how we will
govern ourselves.85 Many term limit proponents believe that they will
82 Id.
83A discussion of the debate on campaign finance reform could also serve to illustrate
the disillusionment with government.
"THE POLrmCS AND LAW OF TERM LIITAs (Edward H. Crane & Roger Pilon eds.,
1994). 85d. at 3. The CATO Lnstiute, founded in 1977, is a public policy research foundation
dedicated to broadening the parameters of policy debate to allow consideration of more options
that are consistent with the traditional American principles of limited government, individual
liberty and peace. <http://www.cato.orgtabout/about.html>. There is also strong opposition to
the idea of term limits, and the view that term limits are the key to reform in American politics.
One outspoken opponent to term limits has been Henry J. Hyde, Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, who is 73 and came to Washington in 1975 to represent the western suburbs of
Chicago in Congress. Chairman Hyde lead the fight against term limits in Newt Gingrich's
"Contract with America" calling term limits the "dumbest idea since synthetic leatherette." Hyde
once warned that forcing out veteran lawmakers to make room for neophyte "citizen legislators"
would prove costly to the Republic. "You are going to deny to this country in time of real crisis
the cool, wise, experienced heads that are necessary in those times." James Carney, The Man Who
Would be Judge, TIME, Feb. 23, 1998, at 37. However, this opposition argument is beyond the
scope of this article, which uses the idea of term limits as an illustration as to the ambiguity of the
role of government in America. For further information on the debate over term limits see
generally, Elizabeth Garrett, Term Limits and the Myth ofthe Citizen-Legislator, 8 1 CORNELL L.
REv. 623 (1996).
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enhance the democratic process. They view term limits as the key to
motivating new candidates to seek office, bringing new ideas and new
people into the political process, removing corruption from the system
by discouraging career politicians and ending the seniority system that
acts as a roadblock to reform. 6 Term limits block the "cycle of
incumbency."87 "In this cycle, a resource rich incumbent discourages
others from running, and potential contributors and volunteers give
those who do run little support in light of what they see as a losing
candidacy." 88
Throughout the 1990's term limits have been consistently
viewed as favorable in national polls and in local and city elections with
almost no variation across demographics.89 This overarching interest
in term limits often expresses the desire of citizens to return to a citizen
legislature. It represents a core belief of the nation that government
should be the servant of the people and that the greatest strength of the
democratic government is the role of citizens. 90 Crane expresses this
view and explains that not only does he not believe deeply in
government, he hardly believes in government at all.9' He takes
seriously the admonition of Thomas Jefferson that government governs
best which governs least.92 Term limit proponents feel that they would
serve to return America to its roots and establish "the legislature [as]
the one [of all the political powers] most ready to obey the wishes of
the majority. 0 3 Tocqueville provides historical support for the term
limit proposition when he writes that "[t]he Americans wanted the
members of the legislatures to be appointed directly by the people and
9
6
Paul Jacob, Congressional Term Limits: Whose Government is it Anyway?, 27 U.
WEST L.A. L. REV. 21 (1996).
87 Julie Hentz, Note, Why Can't a Chicken Vote for Colonel Sanders? US. Term
Limits, Thornton and the Constitutionality of Term Limits, 24 PEPi'. L. REV. 649 (1997).
"id. at 649-50.
89Paul Jacob, From the Voters with Care, in THE POLITICS AND LAW OF TERM LIMITS
27-28 (Edward H. Crane & Roger Pilon eds., 1994); see Coursen, supra note 54, at 257 (quoting
statistics in support of the proposition that the support for term limits is stronger than ever); Jacob,
supra note 86.
90Government by the People, supra note 71.9 1
Edward H. Crane, Reinventing Government, Philanthropic Roundtable Speech in
Boston (April 6, 1995) (transcript available at <http://www.cato.org/speecbes/sp-rg465.html>).
Mr. Crane distinguishes his opinion from that of David Osborn and Ted Gaebler, co-authors of
Reinventing Government, because they wrote "We believe deeply in government. We do not look
at government as a necessary evil." OSBORNE & GAEBLERIsupra note 53, at xviii.92
Crane, supra note 91.93Tocqueville, supra note 70, at 227.
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for a very short term of office so that they should be obligated to submit
not only to the general views but also to the passing passions of their
constituents. '"94
Congress is most often cited as the target of the citizen
reform.95 But, members of Congress have a clear conflict of interest
when it comes to proposing an amendment that will limit their own
terms, and incidentally, their own power.96 This gives Americans
another reason to view statements from members of Congress that they
favor term limits with skepticism. In addition to the general idea that
members of Congress do not actually wish to have term limits imposed,
there are serious constitutional issues with term limits on federal
legislators.97 The Supreme Court in United States Term Limits v.
Thornton,98 held that states lack the power to enact term limits under
the Tenth Amendment. The Court declared unconstitutional an
Arkansas law limiting ballot access for incumbent U.S. Senators and
Representatives after Senators had served two terms or Representatives
three terms. The five to four majority held that term limits improperly
impose a qualification for Congress in addition to those the Court stated
are exclusive under Article I, Section 2 of the Constitution. The
decision effectively eliminated the power of voters frustrated by the
"cycle of incumbency" to vent their frustration through term limits.99
While sympathizing with the voters, the majority stated that it is a
"fundamental principle of our representative democracy...that the
people should chose whom they please to represent them."'00 Ironically,
this is what the term limit proponents would argue they are trying to do.
Instead the majority in Thornton holds to that tenant by stating that
"neither the elected legislature of that State nor the people themselves
94Id. (emphasis in original).95
See Dona Lynn Tolento, Note, Congressional Term Limits: An Optimistic Attempt
to an Unsolvable Issue, 21 SETON HALL LEGIS. J. 657, 659 (noting that more than seventy-five
percent of the American people favor term limits for members of Congress).
96Jacob, supra note 86, at 24-5.97Ronald D. Rotunda & Stephen J. Safranek, An Essay on Term Limits and a Call for
a Constitutional Convention, 80 MARQ. L. REV. 227 (1996).
98115 S.Ct. 1842 (1995), aflg United States Term Limits, Inc. v. Hill, 872 S.W.2d 349
1994Hentz, supra note 88, at 649.
100Thornton, 115 S.Ct. at 1842.
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(acting by ballot initiative) may prescribe any qualifications for those
representatives.""'
In light of Thornton, term limit proponents are now seeking a
Constitutional Convention to ratify a constitutional amendment using
the Article V. °2 "The convening of a convention is, ofcourse, a serious
and complex matter. It should not be taken lightly."10 3 The simple fact
that term limit proponents are able to generate concerted academic
debate about a convention is evidence that the citizens still question the
role of legislatures and government.
2. The Lack of Credibility: Scandals
Another indication of America's dissatisfaction with
government is the interest of the public in scandals. Scandals are
irresistible to people because they drive out the following of more day
to day types of news and give a glimpse of the real people behind the
political masks.'t 4  "Scandal illuminates the weaknesses of the
scandalizers and the moral character of those who are scandalized, and
it does so in a way that more conventional politics never can." 05 While
scandals are certainly not new in American politics -- they are one of
the most pervasive elements of our history -- the present scandal wave
is unprecedented in size because of the money involved and the number
101 Lynn A. Baker, Comment, "They the People": A Comment on U.S. Term Limits, Inc.
v. Thornton, 38 ARIZ. L. REV. 859 (1996).
102Article V provides:
The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary,
shall propose Amendments to the Constitution, or, on the Application of
the Legislatures of two thirds of the several States, shall call a convention
for proposing Amendments, which in either Case, shall be valid to all
Intents and Purposes, as Part of his Constitution, when ratified by the
Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or by Conventions in
three fourths thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification may be
proposed by Congress ....
U.S. CONST. art. V.
1
03
Rotunda & Safranek, supra note 97, at 244.
104SuzANNE GARMENT, SCANDAL: THE CULTURE OF MISTRUST IN AMERICAN POLITICS
2(1991). 2 9 1d. NBC's "Today" show, boosted by Hillary Clinton's first interview since the
Monica Lewinsky intern scandal broke, scored the highest ratings for a morning show since
people meters were installed in 1987. The program drew a 6.2 rating (percentage of TV
households) and twenty-five share (percentage of sets in use) for the week of January 26, 1998,
which equaled more than its two network rivals combined. Electronic Media, Feb. 9, 1998,
available at 1998 WL 7997151.
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of officials involved. 106 The scandals came about because of
corruption, and the Watergate scandal "revealed an American political
life is filled with acts that are, or should be, crimes." 107 Current interest
in scandals is rising because citizens are expressing discontent with
business as usual. Their "heightened ethical sensitivities and a distaste
for what were once accepted practices in American politics" are causing
behavior that might previously have gone unchecked to come into the
spotlight.108 Modem examples of scandal are particularly easy to come
by, and the youth of America have been greatly impacted by the era of
scandal. Richard Thau, himself a generation x'er explains that "[w]e
grew up in a period with one instance of government malfeasance and
ineptitude after another, from Watergate to Iran-contra to the explosion
of the Challenger to Whitewater. We believe government can't be
trusted to do anything right."' 09  One generation x'er says that
politicians are not ashamed to switch values to get elected and that
"every time we have a new scandal, we're, like, 'Yup!' 0i l
The current administration has been plagued by scandal from
bad investment deals to alleged sexual misconduct. In the most recent
Monica Lewinsky uproar, "[y]ou have all the ingredients. The
independent counsel, allegations of criminal conduct by the President,
106GARMENT, supra note 104. As just one example of the money involved in current
scandals, Democratic National Committee's fundraiser John Huang was relieved of his duties as
vice president for finance fundraising on October 18,1996, after $1.2 million of the $3.4 million
he raised was deemed improper. The Edwin 0. Reischauer Center for East Asian Studies, The
United States and Japan in 1997: The Partnership Still Matters (visited Apr. 29, 1998)
<http://www.sais-jhu.edu/depts/asia/reischauer/9697 briefbook/politics/text/htm>.10 7 GARMENT, supra note 105.
1081d.
Anywhere between 67 and 73 percent of people think that President
Clinton is doing a good job [in the midst of the intern scandal]. At the
same time, a considerable number of people (the same whopping 67
percent) believe that if Clinton did lie about his purported affair with the
former White House intern (and especially if he perjured himself or
suborned perjury), then he's unfit to govern. Moreover, only 39 percent
of American's actually do believe the president's denials of sexual
misconduct in the Lewinsky and previous affairs.
Maggie Scarf, Facing Facts. (Public Approval of Bill Clinton Despite Sex Scandals), THE NEW
REPUBLIC, Feb. 23, 1998, at 42. Newsweek opinion polls reported that 54% do not believe the
president's denials that he had a sexual relationship with Monica Lewinsky; just 28% say they
do believe him, 68% do not think Clinton should leave office if he had oral sex with Lewinsky.
But 56% say he should go if he was part of a conspiracy to get her to lie about it. Michael Isikoff
& Evan Thomas, A Daughter's Secrets, NEWSWEEK, Feb. 23, 1998, at 22, 27-8.109Hornblower, supra note 64, at 62.
"01d.
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sex...the only thing that could make the story bigger is if [Bill Clinton]
carried on with Diana [Princess of Wales]."' Scandal reporting is now
pervasive in every type of news media." 2 They have called the
"Monica Lewinsky Scandal" and the Kenneth Starr proceedings "one
of Washington's biggest political dramas since Watergate". These
scandals perpetuate a negative image of America's government leaders
and American politics."t 4 The high stakes and questionable moral
decisions of these politicians may lead to a greater chasm between them
and the people they are sworn to serve. "This heightened level of
scrutiny and increased public criticism of our political institutions has
had an unmistakable impact on how Americans view their
government." 115
3. The Executive Recognition: The Summit for America's
Future
The Summit for America's Future was a realization of the
present ambivalence people feel toward government as the solver of the
nation's problems. It is not likely that a conference of this magnitude
would have been convened if the President's advisors did not inform
him of the need for the executive to talk in terms of community.
President Clinton now talks of governments as a provider of tools, but
citizens and communities as the source of solutions.1 6 The three day
conference, "billed as an all-out effort to mobilize private resources to
aid disadvantaged young people," was an attempt by the executive to
reinvent government and make it more efficient.' 7  Former
IIKristen Baldwin, News & Notes: Spin City Scoring the Major Media Players in
Washington's Game of Intern-al Affairs, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, Feb. 6, 1998, at 6 (Brce
Fretts, reporting, Albert Kim ed.).1121d. ("Unless you are living under a rock, you know that [Brit] Hume [Fox News'
chief Washington correspondent] is talking about the media's insatiable appetite for the White
House sex scandal (a.k.a.Tailgate, a.k.a Fornigate, a.k.a. Clintergate).")
113Carney, supra note 85, at 37.
1141n the context of cultural distrust of government as a risk management system, it
was noted that "in a country dominated by a mass news media, the well-documented propensity
to focus on negative news contributes to distrust of managment systems and affects popular
perceptions of risk in ways that destroy faith in self-efficacy or government." Collin & Collin,
supra note 12, at 421.
115Coursen, supra note 54, at 254.




Pennsylvania Senator Harris Wofford, a top summit organizer and head
of Clinton's National Service Corp. said that "reinventing citizenship
and the idea of citizenship and the power of citizenship is ultimately
more important. And part of reinventing citizenship is showing that
citizens in their organizations and their individual actions can, in fact,
govern themselves, solve some of their problems."" 8
B. Government's Need of Legitimacy, Information Dissemination and
Accountability
In addition to the skepticism of the American people toward the
current role of government, there are standard issues that must be
addressed when determining the ability of government to address
societal problems. Government must face the issues of legitimacy,
information dissemination and accountability." 9
If government is to assume a role in overarching issues such as
sustainability, it must effectively consider the four basic questions
about legitimacy: are government policies in general, and particularly
in the social sphere, becoming more legitimate? If not, what are the
main reasons? If they are not perceived as legitimate, how can
government agencies secure greater legitimacy? How can donor and
technical cooperation agencies assist in making them more
legitimate? 20 "Governments can never presume legitimacy. They must
obtain it and retain it through the maintenance of sufficient legitimacy
among their supporters. 121 An inadequate performance by
government raises two risks of adverse reactions. 2 2 The first is what
may be known as the anomic reaction. People become apathetic,
seeking ways around laws and regulations. One indication of the
anomic reaction stage is simple: the lack of interest in elections and the
low turnouts by voters in the general elections.'23 In discussing the low
1181d.
I t"To many people, the most basic question is no longer what role should
governments assume but rather whether individual governments in most countries are capable of
assuming a wide range of roles effectively in an increasingly integrated world." The Shrinking
State - Governance and Human Development in Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of
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turnout in the last presidential election, Curtis Gans of the Committee
for the Study of American Electorate said that "[t]here is a growing
disconnect between the American people, their leaders, and their
politics, and I think it is a dangerous thing for the democratic future."
The youth especially feel the apathy toward government and have a
"do-it-yourself-no-one-is-going-to-look-out-for-me" spirit. 124  The
second adverse reaction is known as the populist reaction, which could
possibly lead to "ugly confrontational behavior." The struggles of
citizenship enthusiasts may be the start of the populist reaction for the
American system of government. 25 If citizens sense that government
is not meeting their needs, they feel that they must take matters into
their own hands to change society. The government is then lacking in
legitimacy. While Americans have not reached the confrontational
phase (at least not in terms of mass demonstrations and political protest
and uprising) people are continuing to question the legitimacy of
government.
"Another key to the functioning of government is information.
Legitimacy requires public information and transparency in the flow of
information."'2 6 Information is the key to transformation as it is the key
to legitimacy. "Information does not necessarily mean more
information, better statistics, bigger databases.", 27 It means information
flowing in new ways, to new recipients, carrying new content, and
suggesting new rules and goals (rules and goals are themselves
information). With different information structures, the systems will
inevitably behave differently. ' Individuals will also behave differently
because knowledge and information about the effects of a practice
shape views toward that practice. Concrete information about an
activity is more likely to encourage the sustaining activity than merely
knowing that something is "good" or "bad." "Knowledge is frequently
the first step to action"129 and government can provide that knowledge.
In addition to providing a flow of information, for a
government to be legitimate it must be accountable. The
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) faces uncertainty about
124Homblower, supra note 64, at 62.
125Seesupra Part 111. A.
126The Shrinking State, supra note 119, at 9.127MEADOWS ET AL., supra note IS, at 222.
2 
ed4
129 DooD, supra note 54, at 46.
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democracy while America prides itself on being a model of democracy.
Even so, it is imperative to understand what the United Nations
Development Programme relates about democracy and accountability
in the CIS:
Democracy is about process in which citizens are
involved in choosing what they want, who they want,
and how they wise to proceed in running the affairs of
society. It is about ways of giving ordinary people a
voice, in which freedom of expression is matched by
the opportunity for all groups in society to listen and to
respond. It is also about institutions that enable
citizens to take action should the need arise. If is
about empowerment and about the limitations of
power. And it is about the expansion of access to
opportunities -- economic, political and social.13
0
C. Why Government as the Tool for Change?
These principles of government and democracy are ones that
cannot be forgotten if government is to be the means by which we face
the issue of sustainability. However, it is too simple to look at the
indicators of distrust and dismiss national government as a tool for the
shift to sustainability. It has been suggested that sustainable
development must rest on a political will,' 3 ' and that we solve the
problems of society by a collective will, and that we act collectively
through government. 3 2 Action must be taken by those with the ability
and the power to discover solutions to problems or to inspire or require
change on behalf of sustainability; the government through
administrative agencies, can inspire that change, if it does so properly.
'33 Proper change requires more than merely making something
130The Shrinking State, supra note 119, at 11.
131 WCED, OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 2, at 9.
132OSBORNE & GAEBLERsupra note 53, at xviii. It is beyond the scope of this Article
to address law as the tool for promoting sustainable development, but it has been suggested by
one commentator that law is an "awkward tool." See Kenneth L. Rosenbaum, The Challenge of
Achieving Sustainable Development Through Law, 27 ENVTL. L. REP. 10455 (suggesting five
hurdles to achieving sustainable development through law).
133See DOOB, supra note 54, at 122.
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illegal.'34 Reliance merely on the coercive power of government fails
to effectuate behavior change and "[a] law based on sustainability will
require substantive changes in behavior.""' As the strengths and flaws
of the reports of the PCSD are explored it is necessary to ask at each
level of this critique, "how can an agency action improve on this
situation and create the needed substantive changes in behavior?"
Often the simple answers to this question illustrate why government,
especially agencies, can be a proper motivator toward change.
Agencies have the resources, the know-how, and with a small concerted
effort, the will to commit America to sustainability. The President
created the PCSD in an attempt to establish the necessary collective
will and move the nation to action. Government may be able, through
non-coercive means such as the PCSD, to effectuate behavioral change.
Once the agencies are committed to sustainability, they must constantly
assess what the next steps must be. Now that the PCSD has set out a
framework, agencies can get through to the proactive role of
government.
The remainder of this paper sets out the framework of the
PCSD and assesses whether the PCSD effectuates behavioral change.
Finally, the paper recommends how agencies can use this framework
to further the goals of sustainability in America.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABILITY IN AMERICA:
THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The Council is administered as a federal advisory committee
under the Federal Advisory Committee Act.'3 6 The Council is currently
chaired by Jonathan Lash, President of the World Resources Institute;
and Ray Anderson, Chairman, President, and CEO of Interface, Inc.
37
At the time of publication of its first report the PCSD was composed of
25 members -- five Cabinet-rank officers (from Interior, Commerce,
Agriculture, Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency); nine
t34Collin & Collin, supra note 12, at 426.
135Collin & Collin, supra note 12, at 427.
136President's Council on Sustainable Development, Information Sheet and Revised
Charter, (faxed transmittal, on file with author) [hereinafter PCSD, Information Sheet]. See
generally Steven P. Croley & William F. Funk, The Federal Advisory Committee Act and Good
Government, 14 YALE J. ON REG. 451 (providing in depth analysis of the Federal Advisory
Committee Act).
137PCSD, Information Sheet, supra note 136.
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senior corporate representatives; six heads of environmental
organizations; and representatives from other interest groups including
state government, labor, civil rights and Native Americans. 3 In
addition to the Council members, more than 400 additional task force
members and thousands of people attended Council and task force
meetings and expanded the knowledge and perspective of the
Council.'39
The Council proceeded on a three phase implementation
approach. During the first phase -- June 1993 through March 1996 --
the Council was charged to draft recommendations on a national action
strategy on sustainable development, create and implement awards
programs honoring achievements of sustainable development, and to
conduct outreach to educate the American public on the importance of
sustainable development. The PCSD created eight task forces, seven
of which were policy task forces, that met with the public in meetings
around the county to development the national action strategy." The
eighth task force was established to draft the Principles and Goals of the
PCSD.
In March 1996, the Council gave to the President and released
to the public its first report, Sustainable America: A New Consensus for
Prosperity, Opportunity, and A Healthy Environment for the Future.
This foundation report attempts to define sustainability and
recommends how to move the nation toward achieving it.' 4 1 It follows
the "blueprints of principle" format of the global conferences' 42 and
138 TOMAN, supra note 36, at 2; PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3. There
are currently three ex officio members: the Undersecretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, NOAA,
of the U.S. Department of Commerce, The Deputy Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the Deputy Undersecretary of Defense. FEDERAL STAFF DIRECTORY, CQ STAFF
DIREcTORIES, EDS. 47-8 (1998). The Council is administered as a federal advisory committee
under the Federal Advisory Committee Act. President's Council on Sustainable Development,
Overview (visited Apr. 26, 1998) <http://www.whitehouse.gov/PCSD> [hereinafter PCSD,
Overview].' 39PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 186.
tB)The task forces covered eco-efficiency, energy and transportation, natural resources,
population and consumption, public linkages, dialogue and education, sustainable agriculture, and
sustainable communities. PCSD, Overview, supra note 138.
142 PANIABI, supra note 25, at 26. The numerous nations which participated in the
United Nations Conference of Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio were aware of the
chasm between rhetoric and real action which is an inevitable aspect of environmentalism. It was
assumed at both conferences that the creation of blueprints of principle would emphasize the
significance of environmental concern. The acceptance by all nations of a body of principle could
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begins with a definition and visions statement. After the PCSD adopts
the Brundtland Commission definition of sustainable development it
moves on to a statement of its own vision:
Our vision is of a life-sustaining Earth. We are
committed to the achievement of a dignified, peaceful,
and equitable existence. A sustainable United States
will have a growing economy that provides equitable
opportunities for satisfying livelihoods and a safe,
healthy, high quality of life for current and future
generations. Our nation will protect its environment,
its natural resource base, and the functions and
viability of natural systems on which all life
depends.
The Council members assert certain beliefs that they share and which
underlie all of the agreements. They believe in sixteen blueprint
principles, which set out the scope of sustainability including
educational, economic, environmental, social, equitable and cultural
aspects.' 4 The principles can be roughly separated based on their scale
be an initial step to encourage not merely national measures to curb pollution but international
treaties to im rove global environment. Id.
PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at iv.
14Id. at v-vi. The "We Believe Statement" consists of sixteen beliefs:
1. To achieve our vision of sustainable development, some things must
grow -jobs, productivity, wages, capital and savings, profits, information,
knowledge, and education - and others -- pollution, waste and poverty -
must not.
2. Change is inevitable and necessary for the sake of future generations and
for ourselves. We can choose a course for change that will lead to the
mutually reinforcing goals of economic growth, environmental protection
and social equity.
3. Steady progress in reducing disparities in education, opportunity, and
environmental risk within society is essential to economic growth,
environmental health, and social justice.
4. The United States made great progress in protecting the environment in
the last 25 years, and must continue to make progress in the next 25 years.
We can achieve that goal because market incentives and the power of
consumers can lead to significant improvements in environmental
performance less cost.
5. Economic growth based on technological innovation, improved
efficiency, and expanding global markets is essential for progress toward
greater prosperity, equity and environmental quality.
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of focus.' 45 First, the primarily global principles are (3) reducing
disparity between populations; (5) global economic growth; (11)
population; (14) international security; and (15) free flow of
information. The national/international goals are (1) managing growth;
(2) economy/environment/equity; (4) market incentives; (6)
6. Environmental regulations have improved and must continue to improve
the lives of all Americans. Basic standards of performance that are clear,
fair, and consistently enforced remain necessary to protect that progress.
The current regulatory system should be improved to deliver required
results at lower cost. In addition, the system should provide enhanced
flexibility in return for superior environmental performance.
7. Environmental progress will depend on individual, institutional, and
corporate responsibility, commitment, and stewardship.
8. We need a new collaborative decision process that lead to better
decisions; more rapid change; and more sensible use of human, natural,
and financial resources in achieving our goal.
9. The nation must strengthen its communities and enhance their role in
decisions about environment, equity, natural resources, and economic
progress so that the individuals and institutions most immediately affected
can join with others in the decision process.
10. Economic growth, environmental protection, and social equity are
linked. We need to develop integrated policies to achieve these national
goals.
11. The United States should have policies and programs that contribute
to stabilizing global human population; this objective is critical if we hope
to have the resources needed to ensure a high quality of life for future
generations.
12. Even in the face of scientific uncertainty, society should take
reasonable action to avert risks where the potential harm to human health
or the environment is thought to be serious or irreparable.
13. Steady advances in science and technology are essential to help
improve economic efficiency, protect and restore natural systems, and
modify consumption patterns.
14. A growing economy and healthy environment are essential to national
and global security.
15. A knowledgeable public, the free flow of information, and
opportunities for review and redress are critically important to open,
equitable, and effective decision making.
16. Citizens must have access to high-quality and lifelong formal and
nonformal education that enables them to understand the interdependence
of economic prosperity, environmental quality, and social equity - and
prepares them to take action to support all three.
Id.
145When considering the draft principles before publication of the final report, Michael
Toman roughly divided the principles into categories based on the scale of focus. The distinctions
of this paper are based on his original classification from the draft principles. TOMAN, supra note
36, at 6-8.
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environmental regulations; (10) integrated policies; and (13) science
and technology. The third scale of focus is the local/national level of
(7) responsibility/ commitment /stewardship; (9) strengthening
communities; and (16) educating citizens. The crosscutting principles
are (8) collaborative decisions; and (12) action under uncertainty.
The ten goals of the Council encompass the same broad range
of environmental issues.11 The Council concedes that they are not
intended as mandates or specific policies, and may actually be only
suggested indicators since they may not be easily measured. However,
they believe that the achievement of any one goal is not enough and
that they all must be accomplished to ensure a prosperous world for
future generations.'47
After receiving the Sustainable America report, the President
extended the council into the second phase -- May 1996 through
January 1997. He asked the Council to continue to promote sustainable
development domestically -- to spend the rest of 1996 working on
implementation of the first steps of the report, support the creation of
the Joint Center for Sustainable Communities and work with Vice
President Al Gore. To work on implementation the council created
three task forces, the Innovative Local, State, and Regional Task Force,
the New National Opportunities Task Force and the International
Leadership Task Force. In January 1997, the Council issued its second
report, Building on Consensus: A Progress Report on Sustainable
America. 148 A follow-up report, The Road to Sustainable Development:
A Snapshot of Activities in the United States, was transmitted to the
President in March of 1997.149
The revised charter extending the Council for two more years
was signed April 25, 1997.15' This third phase extended the Council's
146The ten goals are: health and the environment, economic prosperity, equity,
conservation of nature, stewardship, sustainable communities, civic engagement, population,
international responsibility, education. PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 4, at 12-13.
14 71d.
14'See PCSD, BUILDING ON CONSENSUS, supra note 3. Vice President Gore created an
Interagency Sustainable Development Working Group co-chaired by Katie McGinty, Chair ofthe
Council on Environmental Quality, and Laura D'Andrea Tyson to begin coordination with federal
agencies to promote and support sustainable development. All agencies currently of the
Community Empowerment Board participate. In addition, many federal agency staffparticipate
in one of three federal working groups on: Education for Sustainability, Materials and Energy
Flows, and Sustainable Development Indicators. PCSD, Overview, supra note 138.
149PCSD, SNAPSHOT, supra note 3.
]5 Exec. Order No. 12852, 3 C.F.R., 1993 Comp., p. 611-612 .
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work until February 28, 1999. The President asked for a continued
consensus on policy including demonstrated implementation, outreach
and constituency building. The Council established four new task
forces for the policy areas given priority by the Administration. They
were the Climate Task Force, Environmental Management Task Force,
International Task Force, and Metropolitan and Rural Strategies Task
Force. The Council reported on the progress of these task forces in its
final report of May 1999, Towards a Sustainable America: Advancing
Prosperity, Opportunity, and a Healthy Environment for the 21st
Century. '5 The PCSD also sponsored the National Town Meeting for
a Sustainable America in Detroit, Michigan, May 2-5, 1999,52 and then
in June of 1999 the Council's charter from the President expired.
V. DOES THE PCSD ACHIEVE BEHAVIORAL CHANGE?
CRITIQUE OF THE PCSD AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUED
AGENCY ACTION
The reports of the PCSD are impressive. They acknowledge
the interconnectedness of life, the importance of all segments of the
population, speak in terms of equity and stewardship; all the values
which underlie a shift to a sustainable America. And, the Sustainable
America report recognizes the key areas of government stability. For
example, in chapter three, the Information and Education section, the
Council addresses expanding access to information. 53 It states that
"information can be a powerful tool in making institutions accountable,
building trust, and empowering citizens to take greater responsibility
for economic and environmental improvements."' 54 This is recognition
of the need for information to grant the Council legitimacy. However,
like the two major world conferences on sustainability, the PCSD has
a problem with the "rhetoric trap." The global conferences, discussed
above, and their supporting documents generated global concern about
environmental degradation, but they have not yet "resulted in action to
match the level of international awareness and concern" because of the
"problem... that rhetoric about the environment is far easier to produce
151PCSD, ADVANCING PROSPERITY, supra note 3.152
More information on the National Town Meeting is available at
<http://www.sustainable-usa.org> and <http://www.whitehouse. gov/PCSD/html/index.html>.
153PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 62-64.
154d., at 62.
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than action." 1 The intemational conferences became "'rhetoric fests'
where world leaders spout all the proper phrases but then go home and
often fail to implement their... promises."1 6 The PCSD falls prey to the
same rhetoric trap -- rhetoric about sustainability is far easier to
produce than action' 57 -- and the Sustainable America report contains
all the familiar rhetoric. Realization of environmental problems and
sustainability issues is not enough; the real need is to implement
programs for change and remediation of environmental damages.
However, one must remember the "real and compelling conflict of
interest between idealism and self interest." ' 8 The inherent nature of
government action itself may be a key to realizing why rhetoric is a
major part of the document. Knowing of this inherent conflict, and
recognizing the strengths of the reports, there are still deficiencies in
the final products of the PCSD. This paper considers the problems of
the Council. First, the reports do not suggest a concrete indicator of
progress, nor do they create a strong, supportive constituency. The
issues of justice and equity will also be critiqued and problems of a
weak implementation strategy are addressed where appropriate.
A. Indicators of Welfare
Measuring progress toward national goals requires an indicator
of progress to assess the strides made toward sustainability. Improved
access and communication, coupled with regular reports of progress
through intergovernmental organizations should create a measurement
that is more complete. But, to process the information and create
reports, comprehensive indicators of sustainability must be established.
The PCSD recognizes the need for a more comprehensive indicator, yet
fails to suggest a viable alternative.5 9 The Council recommends that
the federal government can draw on existing sources without creating
a new organization to establish indicators. ' This is a wise suggestion;
it is often sustainable to rely on established programs rather than
allocating much-needed resources to fund new ones. However, it does





'59See PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 65-67.
160PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 65.
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not address the need for those existing organizations to establish new
indicators. The Council suggests that America must improve the
national income accounts. 6 ' A basic overview of the current indicator
system is necessary to understand the suggested changes to next phase
of indicators.
National income accounts were founded in 17th century
Britain, and have been in frequent use since the second world war. 62
The United Nations developed a System of National Accounts in the
1940's, and while the system grew out of this very different economic
reality 163 these accounts are essentially the same as are used todayJ .'
These accounts provide a database for macroeconomic analysis and
have been used to provide aggregate measure of economic performance
and economic welfare. 165 The standard measure of economic progress
of a country has been gross national product (GNP).16s GNP measures
the aggregate value of the economy's output in a given year. GNP is
the equal to the sum of all firms -- private or public -- of their value
added. 167 Value added is a measure of the total production in the
economy -- for a company it is the value of sales minus the value of
purchases of intermediary products. The return on capital or the
operating surplus is estimated as the difference between revenues and
expenditures for intermediary products and labor. But for goods in the
public sector, there are no records of sales. 16' That is why GNP is equal
to the sum of all firms' value added.
1611d.
162JAN BoJO ET AL., ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT: AN ECONOMIC APPROACH
40 (2nd. ed. 1992).
i63Clifford Cobb et. al., If the GNP is Up, Why is America Down? THE ATLANTIC
MONTHLY, Oct. 1995 at 62.
164 BoJo, ET AL., supra note 162. In SNA the economy is divided into four main
accounts, and for each account, is broken into the income and expenses. The accounts are
production, consumption, accumulation and the rest of the world. Id.
165Id.
166See id. DALY & COBB, supra note 19, at 64; ANN TAYLOR, CHOOSING OUR FUTURE
A PRACTICAL POLITICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT 188 (1992); DAVID W. PEARCE & JEREMY J.
WARFORD, WORLD WrIOUT END ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENT, AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
57 (1993); Cobb, et. al., supra note 163, at 62 (noting that the GDP has been the touchstone of
economic policy for so long that most Americans probably regard it as a kind of universal
standard). 16 7Daly and Cobb, relying on Howard J. Sherman's ElementaryAggregate Economics,
states that GNP may be calculated in two ways. DALY & COBB, supra note 19, at 64-65 (quoting
HOwARDJ. SHERMAN, ELEMENTARY AGGREGATE ECONOMICS (1966)). Bojo states that GNP can
be calculated three ways. BOJO, ET AL., supra note 162, at 42-43.
168BoJO, ETAL.,supra note 162, at 42-43.
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Value added that is produced overseas is included in the GNP.
To find only the domestically produced value added, one eliminates the
overseas value added and the result is the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). So, the GDP is the national income indicator that measures the
dollar value of all products and services bought and sold in the national
economy.169 The prefix "gross" is used because the decease in the value
of assets following depreciation of the capital stock has not been
deducted. GDP is simply a gross tally of everything produced in the
U.S. -- products and services, good things and bad. 70 If the
depreciation of the capital stock is deducted one gets the net domestic
product (NDP).
"GNP is not a measure of welfare."'' The Council recognizes
the questionable value of using GDP as an indicator, and admits that it
is an "incomplete and imperfect measure...of how well-off the nation
is in terms of sustainable development goals."7 2 The Council explains
the deficiency in the measure in these terms:
It does not account for environmental quality or
cultural and social resources. GDP treats natural
resources simply as something consumed to produce
other economic goods and services. It does not
measure the cultural or spiritual wealth of a nation, nor
does it illustrate how economic wealth is distributed
among the individuals within a society. And, in
general, it provides little insight into how well a nation
is safeguarding the economic, educational, and cultural
opportunities of future generations.'
169 PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 67. See generally Cobb, et al.,
supra note 162 (explaining the shift of the United States to the GDP indicator).
70
CLIFFORD COBB ET AL., THE GENUINE PROGRESS INDICATOR: SUMMARY OF DATA
AND METHODOLOGY 5 (1995).
171William Nordhaus & James Tobin, Is Growth Obsolete?, in ECONOMIC GROWTH,
National Bureau of Economic Research General Series No.96E 1,4 (ed., 1972). GDP does have
some valid uses, such as investment planning in business, and setting money supply targets. But,
businesses and households would go broke if they measured progress the way the GDP does:
adding expenses and income instead of subtracting one from the other. While the nation does not
have a total income statement, it should be at least as realistic as traditional business accounting
and more comprehensive. COBB ET AL., supra note 171, at 8.
172PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 65.
173Id. at 67. See also BOJO ET AL., supra note 162, at 48 (stating deficiencies in gross
national product); MEADOWS ET AL., supra note 18, at 64 (stating deficiencies in gross national
product); LESTER R. BROWN ET AL., STATE OF THE WORLD 1997 (Linda Starke ed., 1997)(explains
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For instance, the GNP and the GDP "include money generated by, for
example, the extraction of oil and timber, without acknowledging the
fact that these resources can only be used once, and once gone are lost
forever to future generations." 174 Since the GDP is only gross measure
of market activity, of money changing hands, it makes no distinction
between the "desirable and the undesirable, or cost and gain." '175 The
GDP includes the breakdown of social structure and natural habitat to
portray economic gain while excluding the work performed by the
volunteer sector and in the households. 76 The GNP brings the national
accounting structure to the lowest common denominator of price --
every item of commerce was assumed to add to the national well-being
merely by the fact that it was produced and bought. 177 This means that
only transactions involving money can count, so it leaves out functions
of family and community and the free services of the natural habitat.178
The strange reality is that the GDP is a perverse measure: crime,
divorce, mass media, addiction, and other maladies actually add to the
GDP. 79 For instance, the O.J. Simpson trial, in all its forms, added
about $200 million in new GDP. 80 The "GDP acts like a business
income statement that adds expense to income instead of subtracting
them. It is oblivious to the difference between progress and regress,
loss and gain.''
18'
The Council is overcoming a large obstacle to change by
suggesting that a new indicator of sustainability must be defined. But
even as the Council agrees that GDP is imperfect, it resorts to using
increasing per capital GDP and NDP as an indicator of economic
prosperity. 82  And, the Council falls short of actually encouraging a
new indicator when it states that the United States should establish a
"supplemental system of satellite national income accounts."' 183
that standard indicators have not been good at measuring environmental or human well-being).
'
7 4
TAYLOR. supra note 166.
175Cobb et al., supra note 163, at 60.176
1d.
177'd.
1781d. at 62-64 (setting the historical framework for this ommission and why it is
untenable in the modern era).
179Id. at 67 (noting for instance, Prozac alone adds more than $1.2 billion to the GDP).
18°1d. (stating that the GDP of the O.J. trial though lawyers salaries, network-news
costs, momentos and the rest "outruns the total of, say, Grenada.").
181 COBB ET AL., supra note 170, at 6.182
PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 15.
"83d. at 68.
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Economists that agree with the assumption that the GNP/GDP neglects
important environmental concerns do not merely advocate a
"supplement" to the national income account; they suggest attempts at
defining a new index of welfare.' 84
The Genuine Performance Indicator (GPI) is one such new
welfare indicator developed by a group known as Redefining Progress.
The GPI attempts to give a more accurate assessment of well-being and
development.' 8 The GPI expands Daly and Cobb's methodology from
the Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare. 86 The GPI "counts the
positive contributions of household and community work and subtracts
for depletion of natural habitat, pollution costs, income distribution, and
crime. (It does not, however, reflect the value of nature's services
except when they are lost)."' I 7 It includes more than twenty aspects of
economic lives, which the GDP ignores.' While GDP has been rising,
the GPI in the United States has been declining since the seventies., 89
The GDP per American has more than doubled since the 1950s -- which
would indicate that young adults today are entering a better economic
world than their parents did.'90 This is not what the GPI shows us. It
indicates an upward curve from the early fifties under about 1970, but
a gradual decline of about 45% since then.' 9'
The Council did not specifically address GPI, nor did it suggest
an alternative indicator of progress. Perhaps the Council was
considering the strengths of the Brundtland Report when it did not set
1S4See generally BOiO ET AL., supra note 162 (suggesting adding the new
environmental account to the social accounting matrix; DALY & COBB, supra note 19, at 64
(advocating a move from GNP to Hicksian income: net national product minus both defensive
expenditures and depreciation of natural capital); PEARCE & WARFORD, supra note 166, at 85
(noting that measuring the concept of sustainable income would require major changes in national
accounting procedures because of the effort needed to compute Dn [depreciation on
environmental capital, which is measured by the monetary value of environmental degradation
during the year]). Another commentator has suggested "[a]dopting the United Nations' proposed
Natural Capital accounts and accounting standards for determining Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) and Sustainable Income (SI, i.e. Sustainable Net Domestic Product) and using natural
economics' criteria and standards (true full-cost accounting) as a supplement to monetary criteria
and standards in economic impact assessments." Roy F. Weston, Integrating the Free Market
Economic System in the NaturalEconomics System, (visited May 9,1998) <http://rfweston.com>.
185BROWN ET AL., supra note 173; see COBB ET AL., supra note 168.186




18 Cobb et al., supra note 163, at 70.
189BROWNET AL., supra note 173, at 112.




out a framework for a specific new indicator. As explained above, the
Brundtland Report was successful because of its general declarations
of the need for change. It allowed others who were considered experts
or those with substantially more time or details to construe the fine
points. This fits with the general trend of the PCSD reports to strive for
increased implementation of concepts with each new report or event.
This non-reactive initial stance may be a self-defense mechanism. Ann
Taylor, Britain's first cabinet-level politician with specific
responsibility for environmental protection, realizes politicians should
lead, but they should keep an eye on public opinion.192 If they run too
far ahead of public opinion, the politicians will not remain in power
very long.' 93 Specifically, Taylor realizes that adjusting present
indicators or developing new indicators of environmental quality and
resource depletion will bring into the spotlight the question of
preserving environmental capital and the consequences that this has on
the kind of growth we can allow.194
This key issue of the consequences of these policies to growth
is what the PCSD continuously avoids. It uses the proper rhetoric to
address the issues while skirting around concrete change. Perhaps the
reason the Council does not articulate a new economic welfare indicator
is because it does not want to face the issues of what a real change in
the American economy will entail. For instance, the dilemma of
choosing between environmental and economic priorities is most
notable in the debate about "economic prosperity." The Council states
that the essential components of sustainable development are
environmental health, economic prosperity, and social equity and well-
being.19 5  But, prosperity is never clearly defined in the report.
According to Webster's dictionary, prosperity is the condition of being
successful or thriving: a state of good fortune, especially financial
success. Or, it is a state of highly general economic activity marked by
relatively full employment, an increasing use of resources, and a high
level of investment. 196 Either dictionary definition does not mesh with
the concepts of sustainability. Increasing use of resources and a high
level of investment should be incompatible with effectuating the change
19
2
TAYLOR, supra note 165, at 189.
193 Id.
194Id.
195PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 25.
19
WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY, UNABRIDGED (Philip
Babcock Gove, ed., 1986).
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necessary to achieve a sustainable America. It would also be
incompatible with a new economic indicator of welfare.
Additionally, to create an accurate indicator of welfare and
move toward a sustainable economy, the Council would have to address
the issue of natural capital. While the PCSD speaks in terms of
"environmental accounting," it does not squarely incorporate the use of
natural, or environmental capital.' 97 Traditional capital is accumulated
wealth in the form of investments, factories, and equipment. Natural
capital comprises the resources we use -- the nonproduced means of
producing a flow of natural resources and services -- both
nonrenewable (oil, coal, metal ore) and renewable (forests, fisheries,
grasslands).' 98 The most important attribute of natural capital is not the
material that they provide, but the services they render. For example,
trees are more important as natural capital for forest cover, not
pulpwood. 99 The Council would have to realize that some forms of
capital are simply irreplaceable.200 Limited substitution possibilities
exist for these forms of critical natural capital -- once it becomes
essential there may be little room for tradeoff or substitution with other
forms of capital.20 ' With this must come a realization that there are no
technological substitutions for these services.202 At some point the
decision must be made that it makes more sense to maintain our
remaining natural capital than to count on a technology yet to be
invented.20 3 Yet, the PCSD awaits "technological innovation."2°4
The Natural Resources Stewardship section of the Sustainable
America report eloquently sets out the obligation of every person to
protect the integrity of nature. 205  But, it never clearly sets out a
standard for American's to strive for in their own lives. Perhaps this is
a hint of the same reluctance that arises when talking about economic
indicators. For the Council to suggest a true change in the way
197 PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 69.
198Paul Hawken, Natural Capitalism, MOTHER JONES, Mar.-Apr. 1997, at 40, 42;
MEADOWS ET AL., supra note 18, at 72.
199Hawken, supra note 198.2
00Hawken, supra note 198, at 43.20 1
PEARCE & WARFORD, supra note 166, at 54.202
Although both natural and man-made capital can help economies recover from
external shocks, such as climate variations, and stresses, such as international indebtedness,
natural capital has the resilience to respond to these crisises with efficiency. Id. at 54-5.203
Hawken, supra note 198.2




American's live their lives would amount to a criticism of the consumer
economy. The consumer ethic -- buy, buy, buy -- is what keeps the
American economy prosperous. One of the concrete concepts that the
PCSD could promote to ease the consumer ethic and promote
stewardship is voluntary simplicity. Voluntary simplicity, from a 1936
Richard Gregg essay, has two complementary concepts.06 To live
voluntary means to consciously live more deliberately, intentionally,
purposefully. Simplicity is not to run from progress; it is crucial to
progress. It is choosing a pattern or level of consumption that fits
within the confines of living on the planet that has grown by 450
million since the Earth Summit. 2 7 The PCSD does speak of shifting
tax policies eliminating subsidies," 8 and this would be a first step
toward citizen voluntary simplicity. Because as the government
subsidizes the disposal of waste -- from landfills, to Superfund Cites,
to deep-well injection -- it encourages an economy where 80 percent of
what we consume gets thrown away after one use.20 9 Currently,
"consumers know the price of everything-but the cost of nothing. 210
The mass media is contributing to this consumer culture of
greed. "TV's message is: You can be happy by having these products.
The programming, often about rich and powerful people [think of
television shows such as Dallas, or Beverly Hills 90210], celebrates
greed., 211 Teenagers spend on average three hours a day watching
television, and networks like MTV perpetuate the consumer economy
turning children into "ardent, GDP-enhancing consumers. ' 212  The
Council must help to create an awareness that people today speak in
terms ofneeds when they mean "wants." The council cannot perpetuate
the idea that American's need everything that they want. For instance,
the Council notes that recent years have given American's examples of
2
"See DUANE ELGIN, VOLUNTARY SIMPLICITY: AN ECOLOGICAL LIFESTYLE THAT
PROMOTES PERSONAL AND SOCIAL RENEWAL (1983).207 BROWN ET AL., supra note 173, at 3.
208PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note3, at 45-47.209Hawken, supra note 198, at 53.
2101d.
2 1 1 Cobb et al., supra note 163.2121d. at 65-66 (stating that the "kiddie market" and the "teen market" together
influence more than $200 billion in GDP).
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apparent conflicts between human needs and the ability of natural
resources to meet them. 13 What are the true human needs the Council
is referring to? It addresses overfishing, depletion of salmon runs and
loss of old-growth forests. The loss of these things could be because of
a human need -- food, or shelter -- or it could be because of a want --
more money, exotic wood or gourmet dinners. The consumer culture
is fueled by wants, not needs, and a move toward voluntary simplicity
would move away from "wants" and create the needed stewardship
ethic.
Perhaps the discussion has wandered from the original topic of
economic indicators, but perhaps not. These are the complex and real
issues that must be grappled with before the Council or the Sustainable
Development Indicators federal work group can meet the charge to
supplement the national income accounts. 2t4 And, the indicators of
change will themselves be meaningless if society is not willing to strive
to change the economy to one that is restorative -- "a prosperous
commercial culture that is so intelligently designed and constructed that
it mimics nature at every step, a symbiosis of company and customer
and ecology.
21 5
B. Constituencies for Change
One of the major strengths of the PCSD is that it attempts to
"create a political consensus that is necessary to support a transition to
sustainable development.21 6 It speaks in the accepted terms of local
community. The Building On Consensus report recognizes that local
2 13
PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 110,214Perhaps while mainstream economists are weighingthese decisions, the PCSDcould
tap into the Community Indicators Network (CINet) of Redefining Progress as another tool to
promote sustainability. The CINet is a multi-stakeholder organziation which is discovering
through the grassroots a participatory process of developing new measures of progress.
Redefining Progress, Community Network Indicators: A Project of Redefining Progress (last
modified Oct. 1997) <http://www.rprogress.org/progsum/ cinet..progsum.html>; see infra Part
VI. (noting that the Sustainable Development Indicators federal workgroup has been disbanded).2 15PAUL HAWKEN, THE ECOLOGY OF COMMERCE 15 (1994).2 t6Ronnie D. Lipschutz, Wasn't the Future Wonderful? Resources, Environment, and




government officials and local governments play a central role in
sustainability. The Joint Center for Sustainable Communities has as its
mission to provide local elected officials with assistance in using the
tools necessary to build sustainable communities, 21 7 and The Road to
Sustainable Development highlights the action of local communities.
Even with this language, there appears to be a missing link --the
constituency for this change. As one commentator recognized in 1989,
"strategies for sustainable development must translate to local action if
they are to have any impact at all. ' 2 " The Council recognized this local
link in its fundamental steps to a community-driven strategic planning
process. It states that the "long-term success of community-driven
solutions is the opportunity for all residents to participate.,
219
However, the Sustainable America report has already been written, and
even though it is not a solution for an individual community that the
Council is speaking of above, residents were not given the opportunity
to participate at this level. The Council advocates constituencies on a
local level, it could, and should have, incorporated members from some
of its spotlight communities into the planning and report process at the
national level also.220 Community development involves taking into
account the real needs of real people; the social view of community
must be considered for consensus because each person is constituted by
217
PCSD, BUILDING ON CONSENSUS, supra note 3, at 4-5.2 1
8William C. Clark, Managing Planet Earth, 261 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 47, 49
(1989). 2 19PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 88. The four step process (1)
assemble a broad cross section of the community to participate in an open, public process.
Through a series of meetings and events, the community develops a visions for its future. It then
conducts an inventory and assessment of its economic, natural, and human resources. Specific
economic, environmental, and social goals are determined; these build on the community's vision,
resources, and needs. Next, the community sets priorities for its goals, identifies specific actions,
and establishes indicators or benchmarks to measure progress toward the goals. If successful the
strategic planning process results in a clear sense of direction and timing. It specifies the actions
and responsibilities to be undertaken by business, residents, government and community groups.
Id. 220
Even though the Council has as members "environmental and Native America
representatives," the close association with the community members is what is missing. The
closest representative to that constituency appears to be Dianne Dillon-Ridegley, Co-Chair,
Citizens Network for Sustainable Development. See PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA,supra note
3, at 180.
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relationships to others.221 These real people must be included on the
PCSD at the national level.222
In holding itself out as a promoter of sustainability the
individual members of the PCSD and the task forces or working groups
must overcome the trap of being "motivated by private concerns
involving the prestige they acquire by attracting an audience or by
boosting their own egos or other egocentric concerns."223 When this
egocentrism is recognized, the recipients of the information may ignore
the information reaching them, so they do not even retain what has been
communicated to them.224  This is another problem that could be
eliminated by including "recipients" of the information in the early
planning stages. The citizen members could see for themselves the
motivations of the Council members, and perhaps be less skeptical
when the call for action reaches their communities. Charles Lee notes
in a discussion regarding environmental justice and public health that
many people agree "in principle (at least in public) to the concept of
participatory, collaborative, and community-based research and action
programs [but] few have truly been able to make the transformation to
a systematic understanding of how that will happen. ' 2 5 The transition
will not happen without local organization and capacity.226 Adding
public participation to the PCSD at the planning level can only facilitate
the transition to sustainable communities.
The PCSD should be granted an extended life by the President
to afford it a chance to remedy this oversight in lack of individual
participation. The Council should be expanded to include community
representatives, or duplicative spots for business and industry or
mainstream environmental group leaders need to be eliminated to add
a community outreach constituency. The Task Force memberships
22 1
DALY & COBB, supra note 19, at 164-67.2 22Perhaps the nationalflocal dichotomy should not be used to decide the level at which
community residents become involved. Commentators Robert W. Collin and Robin Morris Collin
note that "[a]ll environmental problems are local in some sense." Robert Collin & Robin Morris
Collin, The Role of Communities in Environmental Decisions, 13 J. ENVTL. L. & LITIG.
(forthcoming 1998) (manuscript at 5, on file with author).
224DOOB,supra note 54, at 129 (describing the actors as "sustainers" and "promoters").224Id
Id.
225Charles Lee, Environmental Justice: Creating a Vision for Achieving Healthy and
Sustainable Communities, in SOCIAL CHANGE AND HEALTH IMPROVEMENT: CASE STUDIES FOR




should also be diversified. The Innovative Local, State, and Regional
Approaches Task Force is more diverse than the Council itself (for
instance it includes Susan Savage, Mayor of the City of Tulsa, OK, and
a Theodore Strong, Executive Director of the Columbia River Inter-
Tribal Fish Commission); however, six out of eighteen member spots
are held by representatives from Cabinet rank offices. One of the core
issues in the functioning of government, legitimacy, would be
addressed by changing this composition of the council to include active
citizen participation in the PCSD at its top levels.
For instance the Racine, Wisconsin, sustainable community
forum cited in the Building on Consensus report was initially organized
by one of the community's largest businesses, the S.C. Johnson & Son,
Inc. 27 While the first meeting involved over 400 people from across
a broad spectrum, only S.C. Johnson & Son had a liaison representative
to the Task Force.22s The oversight of appointing a community
representative liaison could be easily remedied. Meanwhile, the work
groups are closer to the citizen level. The Metropolitan Approaches
Working Group surveyed local programs, but it is not clear whether any
metropolitan citizen activists were actually part of the working group.
The framework of the task forces and working groups is strong but an
allowance for increased participation at this planning level must be
included. Then, the outreach and on-the-ground implementation of the
programs would have built-in informed and motivated local sponsors.
The PCSD is also missing a discussion on involving, not
merely educating, youth. 9 The Council must be given a chance to
attempt to integrate its main constituency for change, the youth of
America, into the sustainability process. Youth are the most current of
the "future generations" for which all of this is occurring. Young adults
are the citizens taking matters into their own hands. They are the power
behind the information age and they are connected with the strength of
electronic information that the PCSD must harness. A 1993 University
of Michigan study found that 25- to 34-year-olds are starting businesses
at three times the rate of 35- to 55-year-olds, service leaders state they
227
PCSD, BUILDING ON CONSENSUS, supra note 3, at 13.
228I. at 15.
229See generally PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 57 (Chapter 3,
information and education).
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have experienced significant increases in young adult volunteers 30 and
the Sierra Club Student Coalition estimates that one out of every 100
incoming calls on legislative issues are from college campuses.23 Even
with the minimal voter turnout at the 1993 Presidential election, the
large youth vote (some of it environmentally related) for the
Clinton/Gore ticket suggested this opening toward activism. For
example, Adam Werbach became president of the Sierra Club, one of
the oldest (and arguable most influential) mainstream environmental
organizations in America, at age 24. Werbach's mission as President
was to "Gen X" the 600,000-member organization with a median age
of47.232 Werbach and his peers represent the foundation group that the
PCSD is trying to reach, because generation x'ers, like Werbach, are
"optimistic, confident, creative and ready for change." '33 Yet, at this
time, no generation x'er is on the PCSD.
This generation gap may affect the reach of the PCSD. A key
component to the Council's implementation strategy for the three task
forces is the critical partnerships, which are formed through outreach.234
The four outreach methods -- speeches, presentations and papers,
special events, internet website, and distribution ofSustainable America
-- will not reach the generation x'ers if the Council does not speak in
their terms.23 Werbach graphically explains the difference in
communication that is necessary to reach generation x'ers:
We can sit here bemoaning Beavis and Butt-head, or
we can learn from their appeal. A lot of people get
their news from MTV. We don't reach them with
coffee-table picture books, fireside chats and the New
23 0William R. Buck & Tracey C. Rembert, Just Doing it: Generation Xproves that
actions speak louder than Words, 8 Earth Action Network, No.5 lssn 1046-8021, Sept 19, 1997
(noting that a recent study reveals that X'ers volunteer at twice the rate that [Baby] Boomers did
at their age). See Homblower, supra note 64, at 65 (stating that 38/ of 18-to-24-year-olds
volunteered within the past year, along with more than half the 25-to-33-year olds).
231Buck & Rembert, supra note 230.
232Homblower, supra note 64, at 65.
2331d. at 66. Ninety-six percent of Gen Xers say, "I am very sure that one day I will
get to where I want to be in life"--showing far more confidence that boomers did a generation ago.
For example, by the time he reached highschool, Werbach was a vegetarian, formed an
antivivisection study group, brought a truck to recycle the school's trash and, as a senior, formed




York Times editorial page ...We want to be hard-
hitting... [a]nd if it's not fun, it's not worth doing.
'236
The inclusion of youth into the PCSD processes would help to create
open lines of communication between different generations.
Another constituency for change that must be added to the
actions of the PCSD is the labor force. One of the groups missing from
the PCSD, the task forces and work groups, and the discussions of the
Business Community in the Road to Sustainable Development Report
are the workers and organized labor. As we attempt to move to a
restorative economy, these people will be directly affected. As people
who rely on these industries, they are critical members of the
communities. They are the people who are affected on a day-to-day
basis at various levels. "Communities are where public health, the
environment, and labor are inseparable: where people live, work, and
play. 2 37 If labor is involved early in the planning process, 238 it will be
easier to reach the necessary consensus for change.
C. Equity, Justice and the PCSD
As one commentator noted, the "merger of equity and
environmentalism is inevitable, with important implications for us
all. 239 The PCSD has recognized this merger and declared as one of its
goals: equity - ensure that all Americans are afforded justice and have
the opportunity to achieve economic, environmental, and social well-
being.240 These social equity issues will be in the fore-front of the third
phase of the PCSD. The revised charter of the PSCD directed the
council to ensure that social equity issues are fully integrated into all of
its efforts.2 ' This is a significant directive, as traditionally, the
American environmental movement has failed to include the concerns
236
Homblower, supra note 64, at 65.237Collin & Collin, supra note 222, at 3.
238Labor refers to not only organized labor, but also to the individual worker. "Labor"
in a sense had a voice on the PCSD through Thomas R. Donahue, Former President of the AFL-
CIO. See PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 4, at 180, but Mr. Donahue, is not currently
a member. See FEDERAL STAFF DIRECTORY, CQ STAFF DIRECTORIES, EDS. 47-8 (1998).
239Robert W. Collin, Environmental Equity: A Law and Planning Approach to
Environmental Racism, 11 VA. ENVTL. L.J. 495, 545 (1992).
240PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 12.24 1PCSD, Overview, supra note 138.
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of minorities and the poor.242  The PCSD has the tools of the
environmental justice movement to propel them into the era of social
equity. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) office of
Environmental Justice (OEJ) institutionalized 43 the concerns of the
environmental justice movement and defined environmental justice as:
The fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all
people regardless of race, color, national origin, or
income with respect to the development,
implementation, and enforcement of environmental
laws, regulations and policies. Fair treatment means
that no group of people, including racial, ethnic, or
socioeconomic group should bear a disproportionate
share of the negative environmental consequences
resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial
operations or the execution of federal, state, local, and
tribal programs and policies.2"
The PCSD can also rely on the EPA's federal advisory committee, the
National Environmental Justice Committee (NEJAC), and the
President's executive order on Environmental Justice. 45
The Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the
Environment (GLOBE) Program may be an ideal place to test the
workings of equity in the PCSD. The GLOBE program links students,
teachers and scientists from all around the world. They conduct hands-
on environmental experiments such as testing soil samples and water
temperatures, observing clouds and weather patterns, and examining
plant species.24 The GLOBE program currently includes over 100,000
students in over 3400 schools in forty-seven countries. This
empowerment of individuals coincides with resident monitoring, which
24 2
Collin, supra note 239, at 495.24 3Collin & Collin, supra note 222, at 3 ("The quality of life in the actual environment
of peoples' homes, schools, neighborhoods, workplaces, playgrounds, and roads are major
conce1ma.").4
See Collin & Collin, supra note 222.245
Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. App. I 9 (c); Exec. Order No. 12,898,
59 Fed. Reg. 7629 (1994). See generally Collin & Collin, supra note 223 (overviewing the
purposes of the order and the role of NEJAC).24
6PCSD, SNAPSHOT, supra note 3.
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should play a fundamental role in environmental decision making.247
Teaching educators and children encourages "[m]otivated and
concerned citizen residents" who will "participate in the discovery and
analysis of their environmental conditions and thereby generate
information that they have a propitious interest in and that can
withstand the traditional canons of scientific research and analysis.
2 48
On an international level the PCSD must also consider equity
issues. Chapter seven of Sustainable America, international leadership,
recognizes the unique role that the United States plays in global affairs
and acknowledges that the United States cannot turn its back to world
affairs since equity is a key to a stable world.249 As the PSCD notes:
This country will not prosper, nor freedom thrive, in a
violent and unstable world. Poverty, inequity, and
environmental destruction corrode the bonds that hold
stability and progress together. The peoples of the
world can only achieve their legitimate aspirations for
economic benefit within the context of environmental
protection and a more equitable distribution of the
fruits of that progress. Improvement in people's lives
will benefit this country economically,
environmentally, and socially by mitigating important
sources of global conflict.250
To adequately address equity needs on a global scale the PCSD must
again review the indicators of progress. As explained above, the
pattern of growth of the industrial revolution is still being repeated in
traditional societies today and is synonymous with development
because it is increasing the GNP of those nations.25" ' The need not only
in America, but also in the developing nations, is to move forward to a
new kind of economy. To fully incorporate social equity and justice in
the PCSD, the impact of the measure of GDP or GNP on so-called
"developing nations" must be addressed. "A development strategy
based on GNP might undermine th[e] household economy [where much
247
Collin & Collin, supra note 222, at 64.
24Id. at 67.249 PCSD, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, supra note 3, at 156.
250d"
251See supra Part II. B.
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production takes place in developing nations] and therefore diminish
the well-being on the nation's people, while devastating the habitat to
boot."252 This clearly does not create international equity.
This leads to another critical international, social equity issue.
If the United States, a development bank or agency takes sustainability
as a guiding principle, then ideally each of the projects it finances
should be sustainable.253 In 1989 the president of the World Bank
acknowledged the problem of using the current calculations of
economic success, yet the bank's economists used loan strategies aimed
at boosting GDP and published materials that stated GDP is the main
criterion for classifying economies.2"4 Multilateral Development Banks
(MDBs) such as the World Bank, are the world's largest institutions
financing economic development. They spend more than $20 billion
annually to promote economic development in less developed
nations. When these MDBs such as the World Bank impose
development plans on countries based on boosting GDP the result can
be the erosion of that country's cultural cohesion and even the long-
term viability of the economy itself. Such policies are especially
destructive in countries of the South where the basic economic
activities relating to food, water, energy and housing may occur outside
of the market, in the non-monetized household economy. The more
this economy declines, and a monetized market takes its place, the more
the GDP goes up, even though the social structure may be falling
apart.256 The United States is a member of four MDBs: the World
Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, the African Development
Bank, and the Asian Development Bank.257 There is an ongoing
struggle to reform MGBs which the PCSD must support if it wishes to
reconcile the goal of international leadership with equity for all people.
VI. CONCLUSION
The reports of the PCSD provide the contours of a new way to
think of government's role in sustainability. Now that the Council's
252
Cobb et al., supra note 163, at 68.253 DALY & COBB, supra note 19, at 74.
254Cobb et al., supra note 163, at 68.255Robert W. Katsen Jr., Hand in Hand: Economic Development and Environmental
Protection, 18 ENVTL. L. REP. 10047 (1988).
256COBB ET AL., supra note 170, at 8.257Katsen, supra note 255, at 10047 n.l.
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charter from the President has expired, government agencies must
provide the resources and personnel to establish the next step.
Agencies must ensure that people have the information, knowledge and
technical assistance to create an organized forum for change. With the
efforts of people such as Carol Browner and the reports of the PCSD,258
the framework for sustainability has been established.
While agencies are reorienting their response to environmental
issues into the guidelines of the PCSD formula, the President should
reinstate the council to continue its mission toward sustainability. Then
the Council can reinitiate the Sustainable Development Indicators
workgroup to create a new indicator ofwelfare. The Council disbanded
the work group in 1997.259 As this paper indicated, a precursor to
change will be creating a new holistic measure of welfare. The
Sustainable Development Indicators workgroup was in the process of
selecting and reporting sustainable development indicators around a
comprehensive framework designed to make clear what it meant by
sustainable development and why it is important.2' These ideas must
continue to be a central mission of the PCSD - design a comprehensive
framework, make clear what is meant by sustainable development and
explain why it is important. This definition and explanation of
sustainability must be clear before the PCSD can urge agencies to
implement the goals. The Council can also urge the President to
appoint members that are under the age of thirty, and a member from
at least one of the community groups sited as an indicator of progress.
The council must embrace the directives of the President and with the
help of other FACA's and agencies they can build consensus on policy
and demonstrate implementation, outreach and constituency building.
An executive order has placed sustainability into the lives of
Americans. The PCSD and agencies are the tools that must be utilized
258United States Environmental Protection Agency, CSI, supra note 47.25 9Telephone Interviews with Zoe Weinrobe, Staff member of President's Council on
Sustainable Development (March 31,1998 and Apr. 28, 1998). The amended charter eliminated
all the previously existing task forces and workgroups. Exec. Order No. 12852, 3 C.F.R., 1993
Comp., p. 611-612. At the expiration of the Council there were four remaining task forces. See
supra Part 111. To contact the PCSD, phone 202-408-5296, email <infopcsd@aol.com>, visit the
world wide web, <http:www.whitehouse.govPCSD> or write 730 Jackson Place, N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20503.
260 PCSD, BUILDING ON CONSENSUS, Supra note 3, at 46. The Council must continue
to implement the products of the work group: an information access system; coordination of
federal agency development and analysis of national indicators for sustainable development;
regular reports; and recommendation of a long-term strategy.
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to attain the goal of a sustainable America in the twenty-first century.
The PCSD has offered government a chance to question its role in
sustainability. At every turn the Council has provided the chance for
people to reevaluate their positions in the search of a sustainable
society, and now the framework is in place. The implementation must
begin.
